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Article abstract
The Good Mountain and the Evil Water. Toponymy and Environmental
Practices of the Nahuas of the Lower Mountain (Sierra Norte de Puebla,
Mexico)
This article explores the relationships between the environmental practices of
the Nahua (who live in the lower tropical mountain range of the Eastem Sierra
Madre, in Mexico) and their toponymie definition of their territory. We hoped
to bridge the gap between the two approaches which anthropologists have
used to study the relationships between humans and their environments : the
one focusing on representations (cosmology, knowledge Systems) the other on
inputs-outputs of farming, cattle-herding of food-gathering. Our working
hypothesis was that the rich toponymy of a Nahua community would reveal a
close link with their economie practices, which we had already studied. This
hypothesis was only partly verified : various catagories refering to location
take indeed their signification from farming (the metaphor of the "
body-mountain "). Another group of categories (the " body-river ") refers to the
magie realm, while the countless references to the flora and fauna seem to
have only a cognitive function, that of differentiating the universe of locus.
Key words : Taller de Tradition oral, Beaucage, Nahua, Mexico, environment,
territory, toponymy
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